






 

 

 

 

 

Basic Operation 

K16-18, 10 hp, 3 phase, 220/440 volt, manual switch. 

K20SSF 15 hp, 3 phase  220/440 volt, K20SSF-50 hz 10 hp, manual & magnetic 

switches. 

All above 1” spindle arbor, RH thread. 

 

Electrics- Be sure of incoming AC power and verify machine power is the same as 

incoming AC power. CAUTION: IF NOT FAMILIAR WITH ELECTRICALS 

CONSULT AN ELECTRICIAN.!!!  Follow all safety procedures. SEE ABRASIVE 

SAFETY SHEET!!! 

K16-18  uses as standard a manual switch with over loads. Bring incoming AC power to 

the switch box. Drill/punch switch box to accept a seal tite fitting and connect incoming 

AC power to L1, L2,L3 on the contactor.  

K20SSF-15 hp  in 220 volt uses a magnetic switch. Drill/punch NEMA enclosure to 

accept seal tite fitting, input power to  L1,L2.L3 on the contactor.  For K20SSF-15/440 

using a manual switch, follow same instructions as above. 

CAUTION: Voltage changes require wire lead changes at motor and switches. IF NOT 

FAMILIAR WITH ELECTRICS CONSULT AN ELECTRICIAN.!!! CHANGES FROM 

FACTORY SETTINGS ARE NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY UNLESS 

AUTHORIZED FROM THE FACTORY.!!   

 

Abrasive wheels- Select the correct abrasive wheel for the material being cut. Consult 

your dealer for correct wheel selection. Abrasive wheels vary in grit, bond, etc.. Good 

cuts are not burnt or discolored but bright like the outside of the material. If material 

being cut is binding, pinching the wheel, burning then the wrong wheel is being used. 

Many times it may take several test cuts with different wheels to get the best 

performance. Inform your dealer of the material , size, shape being cut so as to select the 

right abrasive wheel. 

 

Cutting- Be sure material is held securely while cutting. NO MOVEMENT of material 

should occur when cutting or wheel failure will result. Use constant steady manual 

pressure when pulling down the saw head. To light of pressure will cause loading of 

wheel. Be sure no flammable material is nearby to cause a fire. Follow safety procedures 

like safety glasses, face shields, etc.  SEE ABRASIVE SAFETY SHEET.!! 

 

Chain Vise- Pull chain over material as tight as possible, insert closest chain link into 

clevis on back of fence (#23). Depress foot pedal (#26) to tighten chain around material. 

Do not allow material to move during cutting!! Wheel breakage will occur. 

 



Maintenance- Keep drive V belts tight. ( ½” of squeeze) Do not over tighten. After initial 

start up and use re-check V belt tension . All bearings are sealed bearings and need no 

attention. Keep machine and area clean of abrasive dust.  
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